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Abstract�

Measurements are of fundamental importance for performance evaluation since they provide a

�picture� of the behavior of the systems and of their load� Experimental approaches to workload

characterization are based on the application of techniques for the interpretation and the anal�

ysis of measurements� A survey of the methodologies for modelling the load of various types of

systems� namely� interactive� distributed and parallel systems� and databases� is given on a few

case studies�

� Introduction

Measurements play a key role in all the studies aimed at assessing the performance of any type
of system Although experimental approaches are typically recommended� much more care is
usually devoted to the development and the application of sophisticated techniques for system
modelling than to the analysis of the workload
Measurements represent the basis for workload characterization �FSZ�����CS��� Their accu�
racy reveals particularly important since the workload is one of the major components which
determine system performance
A measurement process can be very complex The appropriate instrumentation for collecting
the information of interest is required Suitable analysis techniques have to be used for the
interpretation of the large amount of measured data and for deriving the workload parameters
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A compact representation� that is� a workload model has to be obtained through the appli�
cation of techniques� such as� statistical analysis and numerical �tting� stochastic processes�
probabilistic graphs
Note that the quality of the characterization directly a�ects the quality of the performance
results obtained Indeed� the input of system models has to be driven by a workload model
The same applies to the load generated for benchmark experiments
Depending on the system architectures and on the application environments� the character�
istics of the workloads may vary either from a functional viewpoint and for their impact on
the physical resources of the systems However� a few commonalities for the construction of
workload models of di�erent types of systems are identi�ed This means that the same anal�
ysis techniques can be applied in di�erent frameworks and to di�erent parameters A correct
interpretation of the obtained results has then to be performed
The paper addresses the measurement�based approach to workload characterization Various
types of systems� namely� interactive� distributed and parallel systems� and databases� are an�
alyzed and a survey of the methodologies adopted for describing their loads is presented on a
few case studies
The paper is organized as follows Section �� which focuses on interactive systems� discusses
the applications of various techniques to represent either the static and dynamic characteristics
of the load Methodologies for monitoring distributed systems and for the analysis of the mea�
surements are described in Section � The characterization of parallel workload is presented in
Section � In Section � a system�independent representation of the load of databases is given
Finally� a few conclusions are drawn in Section �

� Interactive Systems

Workload characterization for interactive systems has been approached for many years because
of their widespread di�usion Such studies have bene�tted of the extensive experience and
of the results in the �eld of batch systems �see eg� �Ferr���� �AMB���� �Bard���� �Sera����
�BCMS���	
In the case of batch systems� the jobs were sequentially processed without any interaction with
the users The load has been described from a static viewpoint by applying classi�cation tech�
niques� such as clustering �Hart��� Groups of jobs with homogeneous resource consumptions
were identi�ed A few representative components were then selected for benchmarking and
system modelling purposes
In the case of interactive systems� the focus has been shifted to the analysis of the work�
load from a dynamic viewpoint The time�varying characteristics of the load together with
the user�system interactions have to be taken into account Graph�based� numerical �tting
and statistical techniques� clustering and stochastic processes have been extensively applied
for building workload models �see eg� �Hari���� �CS���� �RK���� �CF���� �Sera���� �CMT����
�SFMF���� �CS���	 As we will see in what follows� such techniques are the basis for workload
characterization studies of any type of system



Exploratory analyses of measurements of interactive loads represent the starting point for any
type of workload characterization in that they help in highlighting patterns or trends in the
measured data In �SCCQ���� such an approach has been adopted for describing the behavior
of interactive users during an observation interval of about eight hours Measurements have
been collected by means of accounting routines which� in the case of interactive systems� are a
good source of experimental data From the arrival time of each of the ���� commands� their
interarrival times have been derived and the basic statistical indices have been computed �see
Table �	
A more detailed description is obtained by subdividing the ���� commands into �� non�
overlapping sub�sequences of ��� commands each �except the last one	 Table � presents
the statistics of three such sub�sequences and of the global one As can be seen� there is a large
variability either within the global sequence and between di�erent sub�sequences Hence� an
assumption of stationarity in the interarrival times is not appropriate The same applies to the
arrival rate function

Statistics Global Sequence Sub seq� Sub seq� Sub seq�
Mean ��� �� �� ��
Coe�cient of variation ���� �� �� ��
Skewness ���� �� �� ��
Kurtosis ����� ��� ��� ���
��th percentile �� �� �� ��
��th percentile � �� ��� ��
��th percentile ��� �� ��� ���

Table �
 Basic statistics of the interarrival times �expressed in seconds	 for the ���� commands
and for three of the obtained sub�sequences

Numerical �tting techniques can then be applied in order to obtain a compact representation
of the analyzed phenomenon Figure � shows the plot of the arrival rate function of the com�
mands for an high activity sub�period of two hours The dots refer to the measurements The
solid curve� obtained by applying �tting techniques� is an exponential polynomial of degree �
Fluctuations in the arrivals are observed Such �uctuations can also be observed in Figure �
where the cumulative distribution of the number of arrivals as a function of time is shown The
dotted curve refers to measured data� the solid curve represents the �theoretical� cumulative
function corresponding to stationarity conditions The number of arrivals is below the average
for the initial �� minutes� then it goes above for about �� minutes and� �nally� it remains close
to the average

A stochastic model of the user behavior� particularly suitable for constructing scripts for bench�
mark experiments� is proposed in �Hari��� The composition of user sessions is analyzed from
a hierarchical viewpoint The load consists of multiple runs which can be seen as sequences



of tasks involving di�erent software modules �eg� compilers� linkers� editors	 The tasks are
sequences of statements characterized by their usage of physical resources Clustering tech�
niques together with tests of the order and the homogeneity of Markov chains are applied for
identifying sub�workloads and the types of dependencies existing within each sequence

Figure �
 Arrival rate function of the commands �SCCQ��� The dots and the solid curve refer
to the measurements and to the exponential polynomial� respectively

An alternative approach for describing the user behavior from static and dynamic perspectives
is presented in �RK��� Such representation is based on the analysis of how the users interact
with the system from a logical viewpoint A �mode� is �rst de�ned as a functional group of
commands issued by a user during a session The mode probability vector� that is� the num�
ber of visits to each mode� and the mode transition matrix� that is� the transitions between
di�erent modes� are derived for each user The entropy and mobility are then computed from
such parameters The tuple of these two indices represents a comprehensive classi�cation of
the users The entropy gives a static measure of the order�disorder in the user behavior The
mobility provides a dynamic characterization in that it is a function of the mode transitions
The identi�cation of typical mode sequences together with a system�dependent description of
the commands in terms of their resource consumptions can then be used for reproducing the
behavior of the users
Extensive measurements collected in a university environment have been considered for analyz�
ing such behaviors From ��� sessions� four main categories of users� namely� �casual�� �data
preparation�� �program development� and �advanced� users� are identi�ed The analysis has
shown that values of entropy and mobility close to zero are typical of �casual� users who is�
sue very few command types Advanced users are characterized by larger values of both indices

User behavior graph �ubg	� introduced in �Ferr���� is a compact representation of the sequence
of commands submitted by a user which models and reproduces its static and dynamic char�



Figure �
 Cumulative distribution of the number of arrivals in a two hours interval �SCCQ���
The dotted and the solid curves refer to the measured and theoretical functions� respectively

acteristics The nodes of such graph are the di�erent command types and the arcs� with their
associated probabilities� denote the possible transitions among commands Figure � shows an
example of ubg consisting of four nodes
In �CF���� a model of the load based on a ubg representation is adopted for driving the input of
a system model used for assessing the sensitivity of the clustering approach to workload char�
acterization Measurements of �� users of an interactive computer have been collected from
the standard UNIX accounting routines The commands are initially grouped on a functional
basis� that is� according to their type and the corresponding ubg� consisting of �� nodes� is
constructed Clustering is then applied to the commands described on a physical basis� that is�
according to the CPU time consumed� the memory space required and the number of disk I�O
blocks transferred� and a more manageable ubg with fewer number of nodes� namely� eight� is
obtained

Recently� workload models of interactive systems have been re�ned and specialized for taking
into account the evolutions in the architectures and in the operation modes Interactive users
have shifted from single�window terminals connected to time�sharing systems to workstations�
X�terminals and personal computers characterized by enhanced graphical interfaces based on
multiple windows
Some sort of parallelism is introduced in the user behavior The workload is no longer strictly
sequential since multiple windows can be simultaneously open and many commands can be
simultaneously �active�
The problem of reproducing the behavior of a user in a multi�window environment is addressed
in �ACRS��� A workload model consisting of a generative and an executable component is
proposed The generative model provides a system�independent description of the load by
considering the user behavior from a logical viewpoint Figure � shows an example of multi�
window workload



Figure �
 User behavior graph with four nodes

As can be seen� a session is characterized by multiple activities which consist of streams of
commands issued by the user from di�erent windows One or more parallel activities can be
generated from a sequential one
Once the probabilistic description of the sequential as well as of the parallel behavior of each
stream is obtained� system�dependent characteristics of the underlying architecture have to be
introduced in order to build the executable workload model The interarrival times of com�
mands belonging to a sequential stream or to parallel streams and the resource usages are
examples of the parameters added to the logical description for exploiting the physical paral�
lelism
Note that these multi�window workload models can be used for describing the input of system
models based on simulation and for generating the load of benchmarking experiments of cen�
tralized and distributed systems Indeed� a user can open windows on his local workstation as
well as on remote ones connected via networks
The measurements required for building a multi�window workload model come from various
sources Accounting routines provide only a few of the parameters �eg� CPU time� number of
disk I�Os� start time	 The events generated from the various windows �eg� open� close	 have
peculiar characteristics and have to be detected and collected by ad hoc monitoring tools based
on X�Window system Furthermore� measurements of distributed systems are also required

� Distributed Systems

The large number of hardware and software components of computer networks and distributed
systems require appropriate performance management facilities and integrated measurement
techniques An e�cient and scalable measurement system is particularly necessary for large



Figure �
 Example of user session consisting of multiple sequential streams of commands� that
is� activities �ACRS��� The circles denote the commands

scale environments
Distributed systems are ill�suited to monitoring activities �Jain��� because of the heterogeneity
of the components and of the synchronization and communication constraints Measurements�
collected on each local node� need to be assembled and matched together as to obtain global
information on the system performance
As already pointed out� measurements are fundamental for any type of workload characteriza�
tion� which� in the case of distributed systems� becomes quite complex because of the lack of
adequate measurement facilities For example� the types and the patterns of the requests to a
�le server from the clients or the �ow of packets on a local area network are accurately described
by measurements Hence� a systematic monitoring approach for distributed and client�server
environments as well as for computer networks has to be de�ned and applied in any perfor�
mance study

Recently� a software architecture for a Distributed Measurement System �DMS	 for performance
monitoring of heterogeneous distributed environments has been proposed �FMSC��� DMS
measures core and extended services and distributed user workload instrumented with macros
A correlated view of resource consumptions across network nodes is provided
The DMS has to collect heterogeneous data from such nodes in a consistent manner and with
a minimum overhead Therefore� a common set of performance metrics and instrumentation
has to be de�ned
Figure � shows the architecture of the DMS Various levels have been de�ned� in order to provide
increasing details in the measurements For the purpose of this paper� the lowest levels� which
are aimed at data collection� are of interest
The bottom level consists of sensors� which are mechanisms inserted in�line into software ser�
vices� such as� standard libraries or user codes Sensors implement the actual instrumentation
function by computing and storing primitive statistical quantities� such as� counts and sums�
and specialized data� such as� server residence times at the processor
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Figure �
 Architecture of the Data Measurement System �FMSC���

As can be seen from Figure �� multiple servers �or clients	 can reside on each node of the
distributed system Default sensors and� eventually� additional custom sensors which record
speci�c behaviors� such as� cache operations and queue lengths� are associated to each server
Sensors can also accumulate and integrate� within DMS� measurements coming from other sub�
systems� such as operating systems
The next level is represented by the observers� which gather raw data from all the individual
sensors in the local server There is one observer for each server The �rst level of com�
munication within the DMS is between the sensors and observer� the major elements of the
architecture� which are part of the instrumentation
The collectors� which operate as storage units� control the observers and perform data manage�
ment operations on each network node where a single collector� multithreaded for concurrency�
resides The measurements� accumulated from all the observers of a node� are then transmitted
to the Performance Management Workstation �PMW	� which is a centralized component of the
DMS
Statistical techniques for the analysis of the measured data� graphical routines for their vi�
sualization� access to the information repository as a common database� and an interface for
controlling the system parameters from a performance perspective are provided within the
PMW

Once the measurement methodologies have been de�ned and monitoring tools are available� the
data collection can start Hence� appropriate techniques for the identi�cation of the parameters
representing the workload and for its characterization have to be applied
Various experimental studies appeared in the literature �see eg� �SH���� �Gons���� �Sera����
�FV���� �BSST���� �ANLC���	 focus on the analysis of di�erent networks with the aims of in�
vestigating the behavior of the tra�c and its possible patterns



In �Guse���� measurements for a �� hours period on a large Ethernet connecting diskless work�
stations to �le servers� are analyzed The packet length� the interarrival time between packets�
the source and the destination nodes are examples of parameters collected with ad hoc moni�
toring tools and used to characterize the network tra�c as a function of the protocols adopted
Figures � and � show the network utilization� that is� the fraction of time during which trans�
mitters are active As can be seen from Figure �� the overall utilization seldom exceeds ���
The TCP protocol generate very low utilization with a peak around ��pm corresponding to �le
system dumps �see Fig �	

Figure �
 Ethernet utilization over � minute intervals �Guse���

Figure �
 Ethernet utilization for the TCP protocol over � minute intervals �Guse���

Measurements of the load of a distributed system �le server in a UNIX�NFS environment are
analyzed in �BB��� with the objective of constructing a distribution�driven synthetic model
Workload characterization is the basis for such model in that it helps in discovering patterns in
the data which lead to model simpli�cations The frequency distribution of �le server requests�
the request interarrival time distribution� the �le referencing behavior and the distribution of
sizes of read and write request are the parameters selected for characterizing the workload
A study of the workload of high�speed networks is described in �Gun��� Such characterization



relies on simple measurements taken at the access point of the network Initially� three pa�
rameters� namely� peak and mean rates of a connection� and mean duration of a burst period�
have been considered for describing the tra�c These parameters do not completely capture
the actual behavior of the tra�c where idle periods �with transmission at zero bit rate	 follow
burst states �with transmission at peak rate	 of arbitrary lengths and distributions A new
parameter� namely� the equivalent burst length� which captures all such e�ects� is introduced
Various examples indicate the accuracy of such approximation

As in the case of interactive systems �see Sect �	� the workload of distributed environments
can be hierarchically decomposed Measurability is a guideline for choosing the levels of the
hierarchy Workload models have to take into account such structure by using techniques and
parameters typical of each level Similar hierarchical approaches to workload characterization
has been proposed in �CHS��� and �RVH���
In �CHS���� the layered structure of the workload is de�ned by considering the logical sub�
division of the hardware components of distributed systems into three groups� that is� user
terminals� processing nodes and communication subsystem The load submitted by the users
in the form of requests can be executed by the local processing node or may require services
from remote nodes� thus generating messages towards the network Figure � shows the compo�
nents of the three layers Two paths followed by local and remote requests are identi�ed �see
the dashed lines	

Figure �
 Layered structure for workload characterization of distributed systems �CHS���



Probabilistic graphs �see Sect �	 are used for reproducing the dynamic behavior of the various
types of �requests� The messages �owing on the network are also characterized by their tra�c
�ow matrix Di�erent physical resources are involved and di�erent parameters are identi�ed
The message length and type are examples of parameters of the network layer The hardware
and software resource consumptions are used for characterizing the load of the processing nodes
The methodology has been applied for describing the user behaviors and the load of workstations
and time�sharing systems which generate tra�c on an Ethernet local area network
In �RVH���� a methodology for describing the networkload� that is� the load generated by all the
clients of a network� is proposed Such hierarchical approach� which di�ers from the previous
one because it is closer to a client�server perspective� identi�es three levels by observing the
load generation patterns Figure � shows such layered structure The session is considered at

Request Level

Command Levelcommand

Session Levelsession 1

1 command 3command 2 command 4

3session 2 session

request 1 request 2 request request request request3 4 5 6

Figure �
 Layered structure for networkload models �RVH���

the highest level� the commands issued during a session represent the next lower level The
bottom level consists of the requests which deal with the client�server interactions For example�
in systems with �leservers and diskless clients� a user session is a sequence of commands which
generate requests to the local client for accessing remote �les residing on the �leserver
The workload at the session level consists of a sequence of sessions A client can generate
multiple parallel activities involving external resources �servers	 which provide various types of
services� eg� �le services The workload is described by the following parameters that can be
measured through accounting facilities


� session duration� which represents the busy period of a client� is the time between logon
and logo��

� session interarrival time� which represents the idle time of a client� is the time between
the end of one session and the beginning of the next one

At the command level� the sequence of events which compose a session and deal with the
command executions and think times is considered Various classes of commands� which load
the server in di�erent ways� can be identi�ed For example� commands that access the �le server
just for �le downloading are characterized by di�erent patterns of requests than commands
which also use the �le server for the creation and the deletion of temporary �les
The parameters typical of the command level are




� size of the accessed �les�

� number of the �le accesses

The request level is the lowest measurable level which directly represents the load at the server
due to all clients of the network The measurements have to be carried out by using monitoring
tools� able to capture the �ow of packets in a given observation interval The parameters to be
derived are


� request generation rate of the clients� that is� the number of requests generated by the
clients per unit of time�

� service time of the server� that is� the time taken by the server for satisfying the request
generated by a client

The layered approach has been applied in an experimental study aimed at characterizing the
load of a network with personal computers and one server Measurements are collected using the
accounting utilities� as well as a special command �lter and a network sni�er The parameters
speci�c of each level are derived from the collected data and clustering techniques are used for
identifying classes� that is� SessionGroups� CommandClasses and RequestTypes
Sessions are classi�ed in � classes� based on their frequency of occurrence� their loading density
and the probability of write operations Table � summarizes a few statistical values for three
classes which account for more than ��� of measured sessions

Class Mean Loading Density Probability Percentage
Duration �req�min� of Write of Sessions

� ������ ������ ������� �����
� ������ ������ ������� �����
� ������ ����� ������� ����

Table �
 Statistics of three of the �ve classes identi�ed from the measured sessions �RVH���

The request level description contains details about the generation rate and the service time of
the requests to the �leserver The experimental environment supports more than �� types of
requests� but only �� of them account for more than ��� of the time

� Parallel Systems

Parallel applications consist of multiple processes �or tasks	 �FJLO��� interacting together� al�
located to di�erent processors� and characterized by dependencies� synchronization constraints�
and precedence relationships arising from the distribution of the data and of the execution
among distinct processors



Performance of parallel applications can be limited by such factors as well as by the system
architectures Hence� an accurate characterization of the workload is required for studies such
as tuning� performance debugging and compiler and operating system designs For example�
the characterization of the applications can be used by parallel compilers for the speci�cation
of automatic data partitioning strategies which minimize communications �CFZ���
Let us remark that the identi�cation of the parameters and metrics typical of parallel applica�
tions and able to capture their peculiar characteristics needs special care In what follows� a
classi�cation of the most relevant parallel parameters is given A more detailed survey can be
found in �CMM���
Task graphs are of common use for describing a parallel application� the nodes of the graph
represent the tasks� and the arcs represent the precedences among them An example of task
graph for an LU decomposition algorithm is reported in Figure ��

Figure ��
 Task graph for an LU decomposition algorithm �CS���

A task graph can be described by a set of parameters characterizing its structure and inde�
pendent of the system architecture Such parameters� which re�ect the parallelism inherent in
the application� are classi�ed as �static� �BT��� since they can be simply obtained from the
analysis of the task graph without any execution of the application
The total number of tasks the application consists of is a parameter related to its granularity
The in�degree and the out�degree of a node are the number of nodes that are direct predecessors
of that node and for which the particular node is a direct predecessor� respectively In order to



characterize all the tasks� the average in�degree and out�degree of the task graph are computed
from the values of each individual node The standard deviation can also be derived The
in�degree is related to the synchronization complexity of the application A large value of the
in�degree parameter means that many nodes require synchronization activities� hence inducing
large overhead Both the values of the in�degree and out�degree of the graph of Figure �� are
equal to ���� they re�ect the high interconnection existing among nodes
The depth� or critical path� is the longest path �in terms of number of nodes	 that starts at the
input node and ends at the output node The execution time of an application is in�uenced by
the value of such parameter� indeed� the length of the critical path gives the minimum comple�
tion time for the application� and it is attained when there are no constraints on the number
of available processors
The maximum cut is the maximum number of arcs taken over all possible cuts from the input
node to the output node A cut between two nodes is a set of arcs whose removal discon�
nects the two nodes This parameter re�ects the maximum theoretical parallelism that can be
achieved by the application

Information� dealing with computation� communication and synchronization activities� are de�
rived from real measurements using ad hoc monitoring tools �see eg� �KS���� �AL���� �LS���	
The tasks of a parallel application may be executed on di�erent processors with alternating
phases of computation and communication Hence� measurements of the communication and
the synchronization activities between tasks� which highly in�uence the performance� have to
be collected for workload characterization purposes The I�O operations as well as the time
spent for the allocation of the processors to the tasks� which represents the overhead introduced
by the operating system into the global execution time of the application� are also collected
All these low�level measurements need some sort of processing for deriving high�level infor�
mation to be directly used for performance studies or to be further analyzed by means of
visualization and statistical techniques
Such parameters are referred to as �dynamic� �RSL���� �RS��� in that they describe the be�
havior of the application during its execution They can be represented by single values or by
curves The former is determined by a single run of the application with a given number of
processors Table � summarizes a few of such parameters

Execution time Communication time
Computation time Synchronization time
Volume of data exchanged Number of communication requests
I�O time Number of I�Os

Table �
 Examples of single value parameters

A more complete characterization of the behavior of a parallel application is derived by consid�
ering multiple runs of the application with di�erent number of processors and by representing



the parameters as a function of the number of allocated processors �signatures	� or of the exe�
cution time �pro�les	
When a limited number of processors is available� execution pro�les describe the number of
active processors as a function of time Identi�cation and analysis of phases in execution pro�
�les have been investigated in �CWDW��� Figure �� illustrates an execution pro�le� in which
distinct phases can be recognized Identi�cation of phases may be useful when an application
needs to repartitioned� ie� remapped to a di�erent set or number of processors� or when it
has to be checkpointed periodically Phases in the execution with small changes are adequate
points for restarting the application
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Figure ��
 Execution pro�le with distinct phases �CWDW���

Pro�les can also be represented by means of non�increasing or non�decreasing functions under
the assumption that the distribution of processor utilization is maintained In this case� we
obtain execution shapes
The execution signature expresses the total execution time of an application as a function of
the number of allocated processors In general� the computation and the communication signa�
tures� which are monotonically increasing and decreasing functions� respectively� are identi�ed
Three important dynamic indices �EZL��� are speedup S�p	  T ���

T �p�
� e�ciency E�p	  S�p�

p
� and

e�cacy ��p	  S ��p�
p
� where T ��	 and T �p	 denote the time needed for the execution of an

application on a single processor and on p processors� respectively
Speedup represents the gain in the performance of the parallel application executed with p

processors with respect to the serial execution The e�ciency is a measure of the fraction of
time the processors are busy E�cacy describes how well processors are used It helps in the
identi�cation of the processor working set �pws	 �GST���� de�ned as the number of processors
which attains the maximum of ��p	 pws gives an optimal system operating point� since it ex�
presses the maximum ratio between the bene�t in increasing the number of allocated processors
and the corresponding costs due to the communication overhead



Figure �� shows the speedup and e�cacy curves obtained for a matrix multiplication algo�
rithm �GST��� As can be seen� the value of pws is equal to � Thus� an allocation of �
processors leads to a maximum e�cacy of the algorithm
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Figure ��
 Speedup S�p	 and e�cacy ��p	 as a function of the number of allocated processors
�GST���

From the pro�les it is possible to derive several statistics� such as� the average� the minimum
and the maximum number of busy processors during the execution of an application �Sevc���
Sensitivity analyses of the parameters adopted for the description of the workload are very
important for determining their in�uence on the application performance In �Mass���� the
execution pro�les have been approximated by means of their averages The study shows that
pro�les characterized by small coe�cients of variation are well represented by average paral�
lelism� in that the errors induced in the execution time of the application are negligible For
larger coe�cients of variation� these errors increase For example� for a pro�le with a coe�cient
of variation equal to ��� and an average parallelism of ��� the error obtained is ���

The main problems within the experimental approach deal with the analysis and the interpre�
tation of the large amount of the measurements Some sort of pre�processing is required for
deriving the parameters to be used for workload characterization Through the application of
visualization and statistical analysis techniques� a compact representation of the behavior of
the workload is obtained
Note that the techniques employed for describing parallel applications are standard workload
characterization techniques used with di�erent perspectives and meaning For example� the ap�
plications are usually considered in isolation� that is� they are characterized one at a time� and
performance statistics for the individual tasks are obtained �see� eg� �RCG���� �LA���� �Sevc����
�MEB���	
In �MW��� a workload characterization study aimed at evaluating whether overlapping of com�



munication and computation activities could improve the performance of an application� with
respect to di�erent architectures� has been carried out A message�passing benchmark code
testbed� instrumented using the PICL library �Worl���� is considered The measurements re�
lated to the computation and communication activities are collected and the execution� com�
putation� communication� receive and transmit times are selected as representative param�
eters for the workload characterization process Statistical analysis and visualization tech�
niques� provided within the MEDEA �MEasurements Description Evaluation and Analysis	
tool �CMMP���� are applied Parallel metrics� such as� pro�les� are obtained and used for a
preliminary characterization of the di�erent experimental runs The statistical properties of
the measurements are examined by means of cluster analysis� which provide a classi�cation
of the tasks as function of their resource usages� and of functional description� which provide
insight into the logical composition of each cluster

� Databases

Databases have increased their popularity in the framework of either centralized� distributed
and parallel systems Hence� in such a complex scenario the performance requirements become
more and more stringent and critical
A better understanding of the workload of database systems is needed for e�ective tuning and
design activities which have to lead to performance improvements For example� for building
benchmark workloads to be used for evaluating alternative hardware and software design trade�
o�s of such systems� a deep knowledge of the behavior and of the characteristics of the load is
required Furthermore� the workload must be strictly related to the production environment
where the database is used
The workload of a database is usually considered from a hierarchical viewpoint �AKB����
�Klaa��� Depending on the objectives of the study� various levels are identi�ed For ex�
ample� the top level� that is� the user level� is represented by the applications characterized by
the functions they perform The next lower level considers the transactions and the statements
which implement the applications Finally� the bottom level deals with the physical resource
usages that are functions of the underlying architecture �eg� distributed� parallel systems	 and
of the storage organization adopted
Note that in this section the analysis of the database workloads will be independent of the
underlying architectures and thus applicable to various types of environments

Early studies on IMS databases �GLP���� �LS��� provide a detailed characterization of the
workload in terms of data sequences that can be measured and identi�ed at various levels
Sequences of transactions� of segments� of blocks and of access path lengths �ie� number of
segments accessed	 are studied by means of statistical analysis of series of events� which pro�
vides a graphical and mathematical description of the behavior of a database Such analyses
take into account the individual sequences as well as the transformations among them In par�
ticular� the arrival rate of the transactions has been represented by means of nonhomogeneous
Poisson processes



Measurements of IMS environments collected with the aim of analyzing reference patterns are
also presented in �KDF��� Four transactions have been selected and their average locality and
run length distributions were derived A certain stability in the references has been found

In the case of relational databases� measured events refer to subsystem activities� bu�er man�
ager I�O requests and lock information as well as to SQL statements The analyses of the
structure and complexity of SQL statements� and the makeup and behavior of transactions and
queries and the composition of relations are part of the workload characterization process
The typical parameters of a transaction are the number of SQL statements of each type� the
number of tuples scanned and retrieved�updated�inserted�deleted� the number of pages ac�
cessed� the length �ie� the number of di�erent pages accessed	 and the execution time for
each transaction invocation In the case of a more detailed characterization� that is� at the
SQL statement level� parameters related to the start and end times of each statement� its type
�eg� OPEN� SELECT� DELETE	 and its number have to be collected The description of
each statement can be further re�ned from a functional viewpoint The numbers of relations
involved� of columns selected and of predicates appearing� the existence of subqueries and the
use of aggregate functions are also to be taken into account

A few experimental studies� where the behavior of the parameters above identi�ed has been
analyzed� will be described in what follows As we will see� a few parameters exhibit high
variability which depends either on the database and on the transaction characteristics
Parameters� such as� page accesses� write transactions� pages written�accessed� have been de�
rived by the six traces collected on a CODASYL database running an insurance company
application �Klaa��� The study was aimed at characterizing the page reference behavior Each
trace covers a time interval ranging from �� to �� minutes Figure �� shows the distribution of
the transaction length which is clearly non�uniform
In �YCHL���� an experimental study of a DB�� like database system running accounting type
applications is presented Such study shows that� due the complex and variable nature of the
load of relational databases� an accurate characterization is required Hence� a software tool�
REDWAR �RElational Database Workload AnalyzeR	� based on the DB�� runtime tracing
facilities� has been developed for the analysis and the classi�cation of measured data
Simple statistical analysis techniques have been adopted for identifying� from a logical perspec�
tive� the composition of the transactions and of the statements
The average and maximum numbers of statements collected for the ��� transactions measured
in a peak period of two hours are equal to �� and to ���� respectively Figure �� shows the
distribution of the number of SQL statements per transaction As can be seen� approximately
��� of the transactions contain less than �� statements and very few transactions are charac�
terized by more than ��� statements which lead to a di�erent impact on system resources
The analysis of runtime traces provides information for a classi�cation of static and dynamic
SQL statements as a function of their type A global number of ���� static and of ��� dynamic
statements has been collected during the measurement interval



Figure ��
 Distribution of the transaction length �Klaa���

Figure ��
 Distribution of the number of SQL statements in a transaction �YCHL���

Figures �� and �� show the distributions of the types of static and dynamic SQL statements�
respectively About ��� of static statements are data manipulative�type �ie� SELECT�
DELETE� UPDATE� INSERT	 In the case of dynamic ones� such percentage increases up
to ���
The analysis of the statements can be further re�ned as to obtain a classi�cation based on
their structural characteristics For example� the data manipulative statements can be grouped
according to the type of clauses or subqueries used �eg� SELECT with WHERE Clause	



Figure ��
 Distribution of static SQL statements as a function of their types

Figure ��
 Distribution of dynamic SQL statements as a function of their types

From the analysis of traces collected in real production environments� we can conclude the
importance of the characterization of database workloads performed either from functional and
from physical perspectives

� Conclusions

Experimental approaches to the characterization of the workload of any type of system are
typically recommended Indeed� studies which rely on measurements are much more accurate
and precise because of their adherence to real production environments The in�uences of the
architectural and of the software components on the performance of the workload are automat�
ically considered



Various problems� which make experimental studies harder� arise The availability of appropri�
ate monitoring tools for collecting the information of interest is required This is not always
the case For example� when applications executed in parallel or distributed systems are to
be measured� particular events� such as� start�end of a transmission from a processor� or time
spent by a server to process a remote �le access� are to be detected Speci�c tools� built for the
purpose� must be used From the measurements� parameters able to describe and reproduce
the static characteristics of the load and its dynamic behavior are derived Various types of
techniques are then applied in order to derive a compact and manageable representation of such
aspects
Although workload characterization of di�erent types of systems bene�ts of a common set of
well�known analysis techniques� some sort of specialization is required either in the parameter
identi�cation and in the techniques applied for taking into account new architectural features
as well as new operation modes
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